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Everyone Has OBEs
“...astral projection occurs 
frequently in the sleeping state. It 
also occurs however in the waking 
state, although the ego is not aware 
of such projections as a rule... the 
astral self journeys often, whether 
the ego wakes or sleeps.” ~ES5, 
Session 202

“...let me remind my readers that 
each of them leaves the body for 
some time during each night during 
sleep.” ~Seth Speaks, Session 537



Everyone Has OBEs
“Now I am taking considerable time 
to deal with projections because on a 
spontaneous basis they occur more 
or less constantly... Spontaneous 
projections...do occur constantly to 
every consciousness” ~ES6, Sess. 275

“Whether or not projections are 
conscious, they occur in any case, and 
the personality learns from them. The 
conscious projection however 
involves a much higher achievement.”  
~ES6, Session 277



On Benefits of OBE
“Through projections you will 
become acquainted with the 
mobility and stability of the 
inner self, as separate from the 
physical apparatus. Literally, 
death will no longer appear 
frightening.” ~ES7, Session 300

“After leaving the physical body, you will immediately find 
yourself in another. This is the same kind of form in 
which you travel in out-of-body projections.”   
~Seth Speaks, Session 537



On Benefits of OBE
✦Realization of eternal life and life beyond death  

on an emotional and intuitive level

✦Find out for yourself. Belief vs Direct Experience

✦Means of gaining knowledge about
✦ourselves
✦various dimensions of existence
✦conscious reality creation

✦Accelerate spiritual and psychological development

✦ Incredibly fun and exhilarating experiences



On Benefits of OBE
“After physical death, after the last incarnation, then 
the normal body form is the dream body, and 
excursions are made from this point, you see.”  
~ES6, Session 261

“All projections involve literally an extension of 
identity and self. The usual limitations set upon the self 
by the ego vanish. Now. This gives some hint of the 
abilities that exist for the individual in future 
existences.” ~ES6, Session 277



“Projections involve many more aspects of the whole 
self, and are a mark that the personality is progressing 
in important ways. The inner senses are allowed their 
greatest freedom in projection states, and the whole 
self retains experience that it would not otherwise. 
When this knowledge becomes part of the usual 
waking consciousness, that is, when you realize what 
you have done, then you have taken a gigantic step 
forward.”

“An almost automatic determination must be set up 
however if projections with conscious awareness are 
to be anything but rare oddities.”

~ ES6, Session 274



Essential Metaphysics
“You get what you concentrate upon.  
There is no other main rule.” ~Session 617

“You create your own reality.” 
You bring about what you think about...

Law of Attraction:  
Your inner vibration determines experience

OBE - Your inner vibration tends to translate into 
“external”realty rather instantaneously. You are 
attracted in directions that match your inner state.



Essential Metaphysics
Main Point: you must first learn to effectively regulate 
the direction and flow of your thought and intention 
before moving into more thought responsive 
dimensions of existence with your conscious mind.

Physical Realm: buffer of time prevents the immediate 
translation of thought into form, and is an excellent 
medium for developing consciousness along certain 
lines.



Essential Metaphysics
Cultivation Practices  
 
Qigong, Yoga, Taiji, Meditation, 
etc. help in two very important 
ways:

1. Getting acquainted with the 
contents of our minds

2. Learning to direct and focus 
thought and energy



Essential Metaphysics

Getting a handle on our vibration and point of 
attraction are necessary to have any fun and success in 
the inner realities.

If we can’t change our vibration, we must deal with 
whatever reality we created, in the terms that we 
created it in. (demons, unsavory characters, etc.)

Owning our Power is therefore paramount!



Essential Metaphysics
More on cultivation practices:

“The yoga exercises allow you, when 
they are faithfully executed, to draw an 
abundance, indeed a superabundance, 
of energy. This energy results also in 
chemical excesses that can be utilized 
in projections.” ~ES6, Session 274

I am absolutely certain that my 
spiritual practices over the years  
have stimulated numerous  
conscious projections.



Root Assumptions
There are several major root assumptions and many 
minor ones.

One: Energy and action are basically the same, although 
neither must necessarily apply to physical motion.

Two: All objects have their origin basically in mental 
action. Mental action is directed psychic energy.

Three: Permanence is not a matter of time. Existence 
has value in terms of intensities.

Objects - this is four - are blocks of energy perceived 
in a highly specialized manner.



Root Assumptions
Five: Stability in time-sequence is not a prerequisite 
requirement for an object, except as a root assumption 
within the physical universe.

Six: Space as a barrier does not exist.

Seven: The spacious present is here more available to 
the perceptions.

Eight: The only barriers within inner reality are mental 
barriers, or psychic barriers.

~ES7, Session 284



OK, how to I get out?
1. Strong Desire / Commitment

✦Like any skill, this requires desire, focus, and 
commitment. 

✦How committed am I? How much do I want this?

✦How much time am I willing to devote to this 
practice daily?

✦Diligent practice of techniques is important

“An almost automatic determination must be set up, 
however, if projections with conscious awareness are 
to be anything but rare oddities.” ~ES6, Session 274



OK, how to I get out?
2. Core Belief Change / Belief Reappraisal &  

Cultivating a Proper Mental Climate

✦Explore your core beliefs about OBE:  
Is it difficult or easy? Do I have the ability?  
Am I afraid of getting out? Of not being able to 
come back? What are my expectations?

✦ Journaling may be very helpful in exploring your 
beliefs and assumptions about OBE

✦ Initiate belief change through self hypnosis and 
affirmation (see NOPR or Buhlman)



OK, how to I get out?

“Your attitudes towards what is possible determines 
what is possible for you in very definite terms. Your 
attitudes create possibilities and impossibilities.”



OK, how to I get out?
“These laws apply to all. What you expect you create, 
and that is the beginning and end of it, whether you 
are speaking of psychic matters or physical matters.”

“Until you learn this you learn little, and until you 
learn this you do not know what it means to be 
practical. If you did not think projection was possible 
for you, you would never achieve a projection. You 
create your reality, and no one else can create it for 
you.” ~ES6, Session 274



Techniques
Target Technique

“It might be of benefit if you concentrate before 
sleep upon a simple projection that involves 
leaving the body, walking out into this room for 
example, or perhaps strolling around the block.”

“When falling off to sleep for example, imagine 
that you are in your yard, in another room of 
your apartment, or in front of the house.” 
~ES6, Session 277



Techniques
Target Technique

✦Designated exploration area (not in bed) 

✦Choose a “target” that you have affinity to

✦Relax body, semi or fully reclining position

✦Full immersion: see, feel, smell, notice all detail

✦Pick up objects in your mind: feel weight, texture, 
temperature, notice all the detail

✦Do a physical walk through first to enhance focus



Techniques
Seth on Using Suggestions

“Suggestion given before sleep will greatly add to 
your chances of conscious projections from the 
dream state.”

“The suggestion I will realize while dreaming that 
I am dreaming can also be used, as another 
method...”(my emphasis)  

~ES6, Session 277



Techniques
“Incidentally, suggestion will reach many aspects of the 
self, and some which are very distant from the ego, for 
you are setting into motion psychic action, which is 
behind all realities. Suggestion will reach portions of the 
self of which the ego is entirely unfamiliar. Suggestion can 
indeed change experience which has already passed.”

“The inner senses will also react to suggestion. If you 
therefore suggest that you become more aware of their 
activities, then so you shall. You are giving suggestions, 
whether or not you realize it, constantly. You are forming 
your own physical image with all its strengths and 
weaknesses wether or not you are aware of it.”  
~ES5, Session 202



Techniques
Suggestion Examples (Dream Conversion)

As I fall asleep, I will wake up in another reality

I easily realize that I am dreaming

I easily come awake within my dreams

I easily notice that I am dreaming

I easily separate from my body

Now I am out of body

I love being out of body



Techniques
Affirming Self (Forming Beliefs Conducive to OBE)

“The more a belief encourages you to use your 
own abilities and vitality, then the more affirmative 
it is.”

“You will not use your spacious mind until you 
affirm its reality within yourself, and until you are 
ready to handle the additional data which will then 
become consciously available to one extent or 
another.” (my emphasis)

~NOPR, Session 675



Techniques
Affirmation Examples

I am a powerful conscious out of body explorer.

I easily have powerful and rewarding out of body 
experiences.

I have the ability to explore beyond my physical limits.

I create my reality. I live in a safe universe. I am in 
control of my own experience.

I live in a multidimensional universe.  
I am a multidimensional being.



Vibrational State
Is an effect that occurs when our energy body is 
superimposed within the physical body while  
our consciousness is in the energy body.

Is not experienced in projections where you find 
yourself out, already away from the physical body.

May be incredibly startling, shocking, and even 
frightening if you’re not prepared for it. 

It may also shock you awake and back into your 
physical body.



Vibrational State
✦Mild to intense vibrations, electric, tingling

✦Buzzing, humming, roaring

✦Unusual bodily sensations

✦Unusual sounds inconsistent w/ physical environment:  
chimes, singing, hearing name, pop, gun shot, engine

✦Rushes of energy

✦Sense of another presence in the house

✦Numbness / Inability to move body (dream paralysis)



Methods of Separation
From Vibrational State

✦Float out

✦Sit up and get out (tend to be easier)

✦Roll out (fun and easier method)

✦Affirmation: “I move out now!”

✦Focus (intense focus away from body)

✦Request assistance



Vehicles of Consciousness
“In the first form it is possible to perceive the past, 
present and future on a limited basis. In the second 
form this perception is on a larger scale, the scope of 
consciousness being further opened. Now this is the 
form that you will use if you meet appointments with 
others within the dream state.”

“The third form we may call the true projection form. 
In it, it is possible to travel beyond your solar system, 
and to perceive the past, present and future of other 
systems as well as your own.” ~ES6, Session 261



Vehicles of Consciousness
“The form itself is not important, but the form can tell 
you something about the dimension in which you are 
having experience”

“The form that you use does not dictate the various 
abilities. You don the particular form in line with your 
abilities. You do the best you can, in other words. (Smile) 
It is possible to begin an experience in one form, and 
change to another, or go from the first to the third. On 
such occasions you must therefore, you see, pass through 
in reverse direction. The forms do merely represent 
various stages of consciousness.” ~ES6, Session 261



Vehicles of Consciousness
“I mentioned that double and even triple projections can 
occur as you adopt forms. These forms represent forms 
that your personality will take in future existences.”

“They are adopted to meet the particular requirements 
of the environment in which they are used.”

“These forms do exist, as your physical body does. They 
are fused however with your inner self. They are not 
physical, but they do exist in the whole package of the 
self, perhaps like the skins of an onion, you see. They are 
merely forms your consciousness takes in different 
dreams.” ~ES6, Session 277



Projections from Dreams
“When you project from the dream body, you see, 
consciously you are already outside, as a rule. You have 
already made the initial change away from physical focus.”

“The mass of valid projections are indeed made from the 
dreaming body. When the excursion is over the return to 
the dream body is made with no strain, you see, for the ego 
is little concerned. In most such instances however the 
knowledge is then not available to the waking self at all.”

“As your abilities develop and as you become more 
accustomed to the experience, the waking consciousness 
will recall more and more, and not become so frightened.” 
~ES6, Session 261



Locomotion
✦Movement occurs at the speed of thought

✦Space being irrelevant, motion can be instantaneous

✦You travel in the direction of your thought

✦When not instantaneous, motion may be translated as 
moving through space

✦Be mindful of the direction of your thought!

✦Thoughts of the physical body may bring you back, 
ending the experience

✦Of course, levitation and flight are potential avenues 
of exploration



Tips and Tricks
Haziness; Fuzziness; Losing Clarity; Losing Powers; 
Feeling Heavy; Disorientation; Drifting out of Lucidity

✦Too little waking consciousness is present

✦Request “Clarity now,” “Awareness now”

✦Look at your hands

✦Refocus yourself immediately



Tips and Tricks
Menacing Forms (Creatures, Beings, etc.)

✦External represents internal

✦Opportunity to face our fears via symbols

✦“If you fight, you’re only fighting yourself.”

✦Firmly ask: “What do you represent?”

✦Own your power.  Affirm:  
“I create my reality. This is my creation.”

✦All enemies, even physical ones, represent parts 
of ourselves we haven’t yet integrated



Tips and Tricks

Having no body, formless, shapeless

✦You have moved deeper into the universe

✦Deeper dimension of being, formless planes

Unintended return to body

✦May happen if you think of your physical body

✦Maintain focus away from physical body



Ideas for Exploration
✦Explore your environment (local or distant)

✦Explore and investigate your energy body

✦Experiment with levitation and flight

✦Visit with those no longer focused in physical reality

✦Plan a meeting out of body with others

✦Meet aspect, reincarnational, probable, future selves

✦Visit Entity or Source self

✦Experiment with Conscious Reality Creation



Conscious Reality Creation
“Now, you see, when you 
paint a picture you use your 
physical body as a tool to 
create your inner idea. When 
you create physical matter 
you are not aware of doing 
so, but you affect energy 
directly in such an execution, 
your own attention being 
primarily focused within the 
physical system.”



Conscious Reality Creation

“This is a very simple 
analogy: However, in some 
aspects a projection to 
another system could be 
likened to a situation in 
which you entered the 
landscape of one of your 
paintings.”

~ES6, Session 279



Conscious Reality Creation
“You are learning to transform inner energy by forming 
it into physical constructions that the plane enables 
you to manipulate by the formation of particular outer 
senses for this purpose.” ~ES2 p15

“This system is mainly concerned with the 
transformation of energy into physical form,  
according to intents set by ideas and beliefs.”  
~Jane Roberts, Aspect Psychology



“When man realizes that he himself creates his personal 
and universal environment in concrete terms, then he can 
begin to create a private and universal environment much 
superior to the one that is the result of haphazard and 
unenlightened constructions…..” ~ES2

“Your real environment is composed of your thoughts 
and emotions, for from these you form not only this 
reality but each reality in which you take part. Your real 
environment is innocent of space and time as you know 
them. In your real environment you have no need for 
words, for communication is instantaneous. In your real 
environment you form the physical world that you know.”  
~Seth Speaks, Session 522



“You will to some degree learn control amid a 
conglomeration of energy forces that have no objective 
form. All objects as you know are energy. If the energy is 
focused in a particular manner, then you have physical 
objects within your system.”

“There are also potential objects. The energy is focusing 
toward materialization. There is also energy that will 
never focus in this way. The bulk of this energy is mental, 
or exists in such a way that you will never perceive it as 
form.”

~ ES6, Session 277



Each dream, first of all, begins with psychic energy which the 
dreamer transforms not into physical matter but into a reality 
every bit as functional and as real. He forms the idea into a dream 
object or event with amazing discrimination, so that the object or 
event itself gains existence, and exists in various dimensions.  
It does not seem to exist in various dimensions. It does in 
actuality so exist. If a dream object or event straddles what you 
call not only time but space, and if, as I say, dream objects and 
creations maintain some independence from the dream, then can 
you see that although the dreamer creates his dreams for his own 
purposes, he nevertheless projects them outward in a psychic 
expansion.  
The expansion, again, occurs as the dream drama is acted out. For 
the dreamer, a contraction occurs as he is finished with the 
events or drama for his own purposes, but no energy can be 
taken back.  



Energy projected into any kind of a construction cannot be 
recalled, but must follow the laws of the particular form 
into which it has been for the moment molded. Therefore, 
when the dreamer contracts his multirealistic objects 
backward, ending for himself the dream that he has 
constructed, he ends it for himself only. The reality of the 
dream continues. I do not care if the idea now appears 
impossible… The fact remains that it is so.  
The fact also remains that on other levels but conscious 
ones, you and every individual knows that the dream world 
is indeed constructed by the inner self with utmost care, 
with precision known only to the intuitions. And each 
individual knows that such a splendid creation as this then 
exists beyond the self that was its origin.  
~Seth, Session 93  



THE END
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